We study the effect that disturbances in the ecological landscape exert on the spatial distribution of a population that evolves according to the nonlocal FKPP equation. Using both numerical and analytical techniques, we explore the three types of stationary profiles that can develop near abrupt spatial variations in the environmental conditions vital for population growth: sustained oscillations, decaying oscillations and exponential relaxation towards a flat profile. We relate the wavelength and decay length of the wrinkles to the shape of the interaction kernel. Since these spatial structures encode details about the interaction among individuals, we discuss how heterogeneities reveal information that would be hidden in a flat landscape.
Introduction
The Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov (FKPP) equation [1, 2, 3] is the standard model describing, at a continuum level, the spatio-temporal dynamics of a population of individuals that diffuse, grow and compete for resources. In one dimension, it is given by
where ρ(x, t) is the population density at position x and time t, D is the diffusion coefficient, a is the (clonal) reproduction rate, and b is the strength of (intraspecific) competition that bounds population growth. In Eq. (1) competition is local in the sense that it occurs at scales much shorter than those associated to the diffusion process. However, competition effects might also extend to larger scales, making the interaction essentially nonlocal [4, 5, 6] . For instance, nonlocal cooperation and competition can be present in vegetation mediated by roots [7, 8, 9] . Also, nonlocality can emerge due to the spread of substances released or consumed by the individuals [7, 10, 11, 12] . Then, assuming that competition can act at a distance according to an interaction kernel (also called influence function) γ, Eq. (1) is extended as
where [γ ρ](x, t) ≡ 2), can exhibit self-organized structures depending primarily on the particular properties of the kernel and secondarily on the values of the diffusion and reproduction rates [5, 6, 13, 14] . Moreover, Eq. (2) assumes a homogeneous environment, which is implicit in the constant coefficients. But, actually, in biological systems, environmental factors suffer spatial variations [15, 16, 17] . In this paper, we exploit that they can stress the system and resonate with the internal scales, generating spatial oscillations in the distribution of the population [18, 4, 19] . In order to do that, we consider the following extension of Eq. (2), ∂ t ρ(x, t) = D∂ xx ρ(x, t) + Ψ(x)ρ(x, t) − bρ(x, t)[γ ρ](x, t) ,
where the spatially-dependent reproduction rate Ψ(x) reflects the overall habitat quality at a given location x [17] . Previous studies have considered different forms for Ψ, accounting for diverse complex spatiotemporal features of natural environments [18, 20, 19, 4] . In this work, we focus on sharp spatial changes in the environmental conditions relevant for the population under consideration [17, 16, 21] . This kind of change is found in diverse situations in nature, e.g., at the interface between forest and grassland [17] , at the bounds of oases [15] or harmful regions [8] , or in artificial lab experiments [16] , where there is a neat contrast of spatial domains with different growth rates. Contemplating these cases justifies attributing the Heaviside step or rectangular functions to Ψ(x). We will see that three kinds of stationary (long time) population profiles can develop from the interface: sustained oscillations (or spatial patterns, without amplitude decay), decaying oscillations (with decreasing amplitude from the interface) or exponential decay towards a flat profile. These behaviors are schematically depicted in Fig. 1 and will be discussed quantitatively later. Following computational and theoretical approaches, we have investigated the conditions for the emergence of the different steady regimes. It is interesting to note that the interface acts as a lens revealing structures that would be hidden in a flat landscape, as depicted in Fig. 1 . We will also discuss how these structures are associated with the internal scales, providing information on the interaction kernel.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. Preliminaries, we provide introductory information with general considerations about the homogeneous environment as a frame of reference. In Sec. Heterogeneous landscapes, we present the main results for 1D landscapes with sharp changes, derived from numerical integration of Eq. (3) as well as from a theoretical framework. Then, we discuss how information about the interaction kernel can be extracted from observable oscillations. Additionally, outcomes for 2D land-scapes are shown to illustrate that the main phenomenology investigated is not restricted to 1D. A summary of the main findings and concluding remarks are presented in Sec. Discussion and concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first define the main class of influence functions that will be used in numerical examples throughout the paper. We also revisit the linear response analysis for the homogeneous environment, which serves as a reference frame for the more complex heterogeneous case.
Interaction kernel
We have chosen a family of influence functions that allows us to continuously vary its compactness:
where q and control the shape of the kernel and N q is a normalization constant. The subindex + means [z] + = 0 if z ≤ 0. This kernel is based on a generalization of the exponential function, known as q-exponential [22] . In the limit q → 1, the standard exponential is approached yielding γ 1 (x) ∝ e −|x|/ . The kernel shapes are illustrated in Fig. 2a . As we will see, it is specially relevant the fact that, only for q < 0, the Fourier transform of γ q (x) can take negative values. Then, we focus on the range −1 ≤ q < 1, around this critical value. Moreover, in this range, the interaction is restricted to a finite region and the kernel moments are well-defined, fact that will facilitate both the numerical and theoretical approaches. The family of stretched exponential kernels was also considered for comparison (see Appendix).
Homogeneous landscapes
For a homogeneous landscape, Ψ(x) = a, the linearization of Eq. (3), around its uniform
is the Fourier transform of the interaction kernel γ. The factor between square brackets represents the mode growth rate
whose shape is plotted in Fig. 2b , for each kernel γ q shown in Fig. 2a . It is the important quantity that will appear all throughout the paper. In terms of it,ε(k, t) =ε(k, 0)e λ(k)t . Thus, if λ < 0, any initial perturbation will fade out, such that in the long-time limit the population distribution ρ(x) will be flat. On the contrary, if there are unstable modes, with λ(k) > 0, stationary sustained oscillations will be produced with a characteristic mode k (the maximum of λ), which is the initially fastest growing one [23] . From Eq. (5), λ(k) > 0 occurs for sufficiently small D if the Fourier transform of the kernel takes some negative values. Then, by substitution ofγ q into Eq. (5), we conclude that sustained oscillations can only appear if γ q (x) is sub-triangular, i.e., q < 0 (in the critical case q = 0, γ q (x) produces the triangular kernel, whose Fourier transform isγ 0 (k) = sin 2 (k )/(k ) 2 ). This is a necessary but not sufficient condition that arises by imposing λ(k ) > 0 in the most favorable case D = 0 (henceγ(k ) < 0), to induce the growth of certain modes. In contrast, for q ≥ 0, the uniform state is intrinsically stable (that is, independently of the remaining parameters). In Fig. 2b , we plot the mode growth rate for D = 0 and D > 0, which shows how diffusion affects mode stability, damping fluctuations.
Concerning the interaction length > 0, when D = 0, it simply scales the wavenumber as k . Therefore, when goes to zero (implying local dynamics), the dominant wavenumber k is shifted to infinity, meaning that patterns go continuously to a flat profile in that limit. In contrast, for D > 0, the first term in Eq. (5) has a more homogenizing effect the larger k , hence the smaller . As a consequence, there is a critical value of below which patterns do not emerge, even if for finite there is nonlocality [23] . Finally, there is also a critical value a c of the reproduction rate, when D > 0, and with all the other parameters fixed, such that sustained oscillations emerge only for a > a c .
In summary, in the cases where λ(k ) ≤ 0 (i.e., either q ≥ 0, or alternatives involving q < 0 such as large enough D, small enough ) or small enough a, information regarding the interaction scale or other details of the kernel profile are not stamped in the spatial distribution ρ(x, t), which becomes uniform at long times.
Heterogeneous landscapes
In this section, the heterogeneity of the landscape is introduced by assuming that its profile can be written as Ψ(x) = a + ψ(x), where ψ(x) represents the spatial variations of the environment around a reference level a.
The results that we will present were obtained through theoretical and numerical techniques. The theoretical approach is based on mode linear stability analysis discussed in the previous section. In parallel, we will show results obtained by numerically solving Eq. (3). Numerical integration was performed starting from a locally homogeneous state (that is homogeneous in each region where the growth rate is constante) plus a very small amplitude uniformly distributed random perturbation, following a standard forwardtime-centered-space scheme which is fourth-order Runge-Kutta in time and second-order in space, with spatial and temporal discretization ∆x = 0.05 and ∆t ∈ [10 −2 , 10 −4 ] (depending on D), respectively.
Refuge
As paradigm of a heterogeneous environment with sharp borders, we first consider that the spatial variations around the reference level a are given by
where Θ is the Heaviside step function. With A > 0, it represents a refuge of size L with growth rate a immersed in a less viable environment with growth rate a − A. In a laboratory situation, this can be constructed by means of a mask delimiting a region that protects organisms from some harmful agent, for instance, shielding bacteria from UV radiation [16] . In natural environments, this type of localized disturbance appears due to changes in the geographical and local climate conditions [17] , or even engineered by other species [8] .
In Sec. Homogeneous landscapes, we have seen that the uniform distribution is intrinsically stable when q ≥ 0. In contrast, even if for q ≥ 0, spatial structures can emerge due to heterogeneities in Ψ(x), as illustrated in Fig. 3for the case D = 0.01.
In the limit of weak heterogeneity, i.e., under the condition |ψ(x)|/a 1, we obtain an approximate analytical solution assuming that the steady solution of Eq. (3) can be expressed in terms of a small deviation ε s (x) around the homogeneous state ρ 0 = a/b. Then, we substitute ρ s (x) = ρ 0 + ε s (x) into the stationary form of Eq. (3), discard terms of order equal or higher than O(ε 2 , Aε, A 2 ), and Fourier transform, obtaining
where λ(k) was already defined in Eq. (5) andψ(k) is the Fourier transform of the small fluctuations in the landscape quality, which for the case of Eq.
Finally, assuming that λ(k ) < 0, the steady density distribution is given by
where the inverse Fourier transform F −1 must be numerically computed in general. For small heterogeneity, Eq. (8) is in very good agreement with the exact numerical solution obtained by integration of the dynamics Eq. (3), as can be seen in Fig. 3 . Notice the two different profiles, depending on the diffusion coefficient D: one gently following the landscape heterogeneity and the other strongly oscillatory. For small D, the induced oscillations display two evident characteristics, which depend onγ q : well-defined wavenumber and decaying amplitude for increasing distances from the interfaces at x = ±L/2 (highlighted by dashed vertical lines in Fig. 3 ). We will see that the details of the kernel γ q can be seen in through the characteristics of the oscillations.
Semi-infinite habitat
Since oscillations are induced by changes in the landscape, it is worth focusing, from now on, on one of the interfaces. Moreover, we assume a refuge much larger than the oscillations wavelength, sufficient to follow over several cycles the structure originated at the interface. To do that, we consider a semi-infinite habitat defined by
where for convenience the interface was shifted to x = 0, such that the low-quality region is at x < 0. As an additional feature, we consider that the harmful conditions are very strong, that is, A → ∞. The purpose is twofold, on the one hand it allows to test the robustness of the results beyond the small-A approximation, on the other it allows a simplification as follows. When A a, ρ is very small in the unfavorable region, then the nonlinear competition term in Eq. (3) can be neglected, leading to a steady distribution that decays exponentially from the interface as ρ(x < 0) ∼ exp[ (A − a)/D x]. Thus, in the limit A → ∞, we have ρ(x ≤ 0, t) = 0. This is the setting used to produce Fig. 1b , by numerical integration of Eq. (3).
As sketched in Fig. 4 , for each steady distribution attained at long times, we measure the wavelength, from which we obtain the wavenumberk, and the decay lengthx, by observing that the envelope of the oscillations decays as exp(−x/x). The stationary spatial structures that emerge for x > 0 can be classified into the three types depicted in Fig. 1 : sustained oscillations (lilac line, with k > 0 andx → ∞); decaying oscillations (orange line, withk > 0 and finitē x); exponential decay (gray linek = 0 and finitex). In the case of Fig. 1b , these three types appear when D changes. We also systematically varied the shape parameter q to construct the phase diagram in the plane q − D presented in Fig. 5a .
To perform a theoretical prediction ofk andx, within the linear approximation, we consider that these oscillation parameters should be related to the poles of the integrand e ikxψ (k)/[−λ(k)] in the expression for the inverse Fourier transform that provides the solution, according to Eq. (8) . As far as the external field ψ(x) does not introduce non-trivial poles, like in the case of a Heaviside step function (ψ(k) ∼ 1/k), only the complex zeros of λ(k) matter. The dominant (more slowly decaying mode) is given by the pole k r + ik i with minimal positive imaginary part, that except for amplitude and phase constants, will provide approximately patterns of the form e −k i x cos(k r x), allowing the identificationsk = k r and 1/x = k i . This calculation [24] is in very good agreement with the results of numerical simulations presented in Fig. 5 , explaining the observed regimes. In fact, the modes , decaying oscillations (k > 0 and finitex, orange), and pure exponential decay (k = 0 and finitex, gray). The lines between regimes were determined from k = k r + ik i , the complex pole with smallest positive imaginary part (dashed line for k i = 0 and dotted line for k r = 0). Its components were also used to determine the full-lines (theoretical 1) in panels (b)-(d). Symbols correspond to measurements of numerical profiles and thin dashed lines to the harmonic estimate (theoretical 2) given by Eq. (13) .
that persist beyond the interface have relatively small amplitudes, so that the system response is approximately linear in this region. Recall that this analysis assumes mode stability (λ(k) < 0). When λ(k ) > 0, the system is intrinsically unstable, with the poles having null imaginary part (lying on the real axis). Nevertheless, the initially fastest growing mode, given by the maximum of λ(k), tends to remain the dominant one in the long term [23] , yieldingk k for the sustained oscillations (x → ∞). Alternatively, to obtain further insights, it is useful to consider the response functionR(k) that, from Eq. (7), is
Moreover, despite it misses some information on the dynamics (contained in the phase of λ(k)), it can provide a more direct estimation of the observed parameters than through poles calculations. In order to do that, we resort to the bell-shaped response of a forced linear oscillator
with −λ H (k) = −k 2 + i2ζk 0 k + k 2 0 , whose zeros (poles of 1/λ H (k)) are k = ±k r + ik i = k 0 (± 1 − ζ 2 + iζ), where k 0 the natural mode and ζ is the damping coefficient. Note that, under a step forcing f (x) = k 2 0 Θ(x), which simulates our present setting, those poles carry the essential information of the damped-oscillation solution, given byε H (k) =f (k)/[−λ H (k)]. In underdamped case (ζ < 1), this solution is explicitly given by
where κ = k 0 1 − ζ 2 (= k r ), ξ = 1/(ζk 0 ) (= 1/k i ), and the phase constant φ = tan −1 (ξκ). The solution for the overdamped case emerges for ζ > 1, when the zeros of λ(k) are pure imaginary with k i = k 0 (ζ ± ζ 2 − 1). The connection between the poles ofR H (k) and the dynamic solution is possible because, as previously discussed,f does not introduce relevant poles, and the forced solution has a form similar to the homogeneous one. The harmonic model is in fact the minimal model for the observed structures and the correspondence between Eqs. (11) and (12) will allow to estimate the oscillation features. In the limit of small ζ,R H (k) has a sharp peak, characterized by a large quality factor Q ≡ k /∆k, where ∆k is the bandwidth at half-height ofR(k) around k [25] . First, we see that the position of the peak ofR H approximately gives the oscillation mode κ, according to k = k 0 1 − 2ζ 2 = κ + O(ζ 2 ). Second, the bandwidth is related to the decay-length through ∆k = 2/x + O(ζ 2 ) [26] .
Putting all together, as long asR(k) resembles the bell-shaped form of R H (k), we can use, at first order in ζ, the estimates
The expression forx is also valid in the overdamped limit of large ζ, in which case the maximum is located at k = 0.
The adequacy of the harmonic framework is illustrated in Fig. 6 . In the case D = 2 × 10 −1 , the harmonic response is able to emulateR(k). Then, if the linear approximation holds, one expects that the estimates given by Eq. (13) should work. In fact, they do work in this case, as we will see below. Differently, when D = 2 × 10 −4 ,R(k) does not follow the harmonic shape, and the prediction of the decay length fails. Notice that for D = 2 × 10 −1 , the response can be described by the harmonic approximation. For D = 2 × 10 −4 , the response is multipeaked, the harmonic approximation fails and also the dominant mode observed is not given by the absolute maximum, but by the small hump at k 2.1, indicating nonlinear effects.
In Fig. 5 , we compare the values ofk andx extracted from the numerical solutions of Eq. (3) with those estimated by Eq. (13) (dashed lines) and, more accurately, with those predicted from the poles ofR(k) (solid lines), which perfectly follow the numerical results. The harmonic estimates are shown in the full abscissa ranges, as a reference, even in regions where the approximation is not expected to hold, because discrepancies give an idea of the departure from the harmonic or linear responses. Figure 5c shows outcomes for a fixed q < 0 (q = −0.5), corresponding to a vertical cut in the diagram of Fig. 5a . Sustained oscillations (i.e.,x → 0) can emerge for q < 0, when diffusion is weak, namely, for D < D c 0.0025 (lilac colored region), where D c is obtained from λ(k ) = 0. When D increases beyond this critical value, oscillations are damped with a finite characteristic lengthx. For even larger values of D, oscillations completely disappear (k → 0). Note that the comparison between numerics and theory (symbols vs. lines) is good close to the pattern transition point D c , where the response peak is sharp (large Q). Despite the lack of agreement for larger D, the theoretical prediction qualitatively works with a shift of transition to exponential decay (dotted line). Figure 5d (which corresponds to vertical cut at q = 0.5 in the diagram of Fig. 5a) shows the corresponding results for a fixed q > 0 (q = 0.5), which is characterized by the absence of sustained patterns. Above D 0.02, the responseR(k) is unimodal, a bell-shaped curve that resembles the harmonic response, as shown in Fig. 6 , producing a good agreement between theory and numerical results, despite being far from the large-Q limit. However, for smaller values of D, the profile is multi-peaked, compromising the use of the harmonic approximation. Besides that, the observed mode is wrongly predicted by k , suggesting strong nonlinear effects. Even so, it is interesting that a detailed analysis of the response function still allows to extract the effective dominant mode, given by the position of its first small hump at k 2.1 representing a ghost dominant mode. Figure 5b displaysk andx as a function of q, for a fixed value of the diffusion coefficient (D = 10 −3 ), corresponding to a horizontal cut in Fig. 5a . Recall that, the smaller the value of q, the more confined is the interaction (thus, the larger isx). For q < q c ≈ −0.093 there are sustained oscillations (x → ∞). Above q c , oscillations decay, which is indicated by the transition of 1/x from null to finite values. Again, near this transition, the linear response prediction is good, but, far from the critical point, nonlinear effects become relevant, as noticed above q 0.2, where there is a strong mismatch between the main mode of the linear response analysis and the numerical one. Also in this case, a small hump in the response function represents the dominant mode.
Inferring information about the interactions
In this section, we extend the discussion about the mapping between kernel and oscillation parameters, showing how hidden information about the interactions can be extracted from landscape-induced oscillations.
In Sec. Semi-infinite habitat, we have shown how the interaction kernel γ q determines the dominant wavelengthk and the decay lengthx. Now we aim to show how, reciprocally, information about the interaction kernel can be extracted from the induced oscillations, assuming that the population dynamics is governed by Eq. (3) with unknown kernel γ.
Using the theoretical estimates given by Eq. (13), within their validity range, we plot in Fig. 7a the contour lines for certain wavelengthsk and decay lengthsx:k( , q) = constant, andx( , q) = constant. These contour lines depend both on and q. However, sincek is strongly controlled by , whilex is more closely related to the shape parameter q, there is crossing of the lines that identify the kernel properties. For comparison, we consider in Fig. 7b , the stretched-exponential kernel γ α (x) ≡ N −1 α exp(−|x/ | α ), where N α is the normalization factor. Additional results using this kernel can be found in Appendix. Likewise γ q , which only produces sustained oscillations for q < 0 (sub-triangular), the kernel γ α has the condition α > α c = 2 (platykurtic) [14] . Let us imagine that oscillations with specific values ofk andx are observed (black circles and gray squares in Fig. 7 )c-d. Then, assuming a particular kernel, we can extract the interaction length and the shape exponent β, from the ( , β) ↔ (k,x) mapping, where β represents either q or α. However, since the information provided by the theory is limited, it is not possible to infer exactly which particular form of γ governs the dynamics just by measuring (k,x) of the oscillations. Nevertheless, the characteristic length and compactness of the influence function can be accessed. In the insets of Fig. 7c-d , we show the kernels whose parameters have been extracted from the mapping of each point (k,x) of Fig. 7a-d . Although one has finite support while the other has (stretched exponential) tails, both present similar coarse-grained appearance for given (k,x). In the main frames, we show the oscillations that emerge in each case.
Two-dimensional landscapes
In this section we show results of simulations for relevant 2D scenarios, verifying that the picture of induced oscillations described up to now for 1D also holds in 2D.
Snapshots of simulations for different 2D landscapes are presented in Fig. 8 : a refuge (a), a defect (b), multiple defects (c) and spatial randomness (d) where a wide range of spatial scales are present [27, 18] . It is worth to remark that, in 2D, for the kernel γ q , patterns only appear in homogeneous landscapes if q < q c 0.25 (i.e., if λ(k ) > 0). Thus, in all the cases of Fig. 8 (using q = 0.5) we would not find oscillations if the landscape were homogeneous. In Fig. 8 , we see that for 2D the same picture as in 1D is found: decaying oscillations appear near landscape disturbances with a clear wavenumber and decay length. The linear response approach presented in Sec. Heterogeneous landscapes can straightforwardly be extended to 2D. Figure 8d shows a case where the landscape is random (in space, but timeindependent). This situation, investigated in many previous studies [18, 4] , produces a pattern that is noisy but has a dominant wavelength, which is related to . Furthermore, although there is not a clear identification of decay length from pattern observation, the linear theory would allow to estimate the characteristic spatial correlation length from the width of the spectrum. 
Concluding remarks
We have studied the non-local FKPP equation, which is a general modeling of nonlocally competing populations, in the presence of heterogeneous environments. We have identified three types of spatial structures close to a discontinuity of the environment: (i) sustained oscillations, (ii) decaying oscillations, and (iii) exponential decay. We have also shown that these structures, observed through the integration of the population dynamics Eq. (3), can be understood within a theoretical framework, as discussed in Sec. Semiinfinite habitat.
In the numerical examples we have chosen to use, as interaction kernel, the family γ q , because it allows to scan shapes of different compactness. Moreover, results for another important class, the stretched exponential family, are presented in Appendix, showing the same effects. It is worth to remark that, due to computational cost, our numerical study was carried out for 1D, but the same phenomenon also emerges in 2D environments, as shown in Sec. Two-dimensional landscapes. The approach developed here can be straightforwardly extended to reach a broadeiir ecological context.
The interesting point is that sharp heterogeneities reveal information on the interaction scales that are otherwise hidden. Then, the natural or artificial interposition of an interface can act as a lens that allows to see what is veiled in a homogeneous landscape. A closer look at this connection is shown in Sec. Inferring information about the interactions.
Finally, let us comment that, our choice of sharp interfaces was motivated by the purpose of showing the emergence of essentially three simple classes of structures (i)-(iii) defined above. The single-interface case we analyze is particularly interesting because it puts into evidence the dominant wavenumber and decay length. But this result is actually more general, and can be used to understand the effects of arbitrary heterogeneous landscapes, like the multiple and random cases shown in Fig. 8 . It is noteworthy that similar structures emerge behind propagating fronts [4, 29] . Lastly, it is also interesting to remark that the reported results can reach contexts beyond population dynamics, since nonlocality is commonly found in complex systems.
[24] The zeros of λ(k) were obtained numerically, by using the Taylor expansion of λ(k) around k = 0 and solving Dk 2 + N n=0 1 n! d nγ dk n | k=0 k n = 0, in the limit of sufficiently large N . The phase diagram, shown in Fig. A.2a , is qualitatively similar to the corresponding diagram for γ q , shown in Fig. 5 of the main text. In Fig. A.2b , we characterize the profiles as a function of parameter 2 − α. Also in this case the behaviors are analogous to those obtained for kernel γ q . 
